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One of the main goals of the Software Engineering discipline is to find higher abstraction levels and 

ways to reuse software in order to increase its productivity and quality. Ontologies, which are typically 

considered as a technique or an artifact used in one or more software lifecycle phases, may be used to 

help achieve that goal. This paper provides a Systematic Literature Review of the proposed solutions 

for applying ontologies in Automatic and Generative Programming. The paper aims to identify 

ontologies and software development tools, frameworks, prototypes, design patterns and 

methodologies that use them as development artifacts for source code generation or product derivation. 

The review provides researchers with the state of the art, while also identifying challenges and gaps 

that require further exploration and development. 

Keywords: Ontologies, automatic, generative, programming, development 

1.   Introduction 

The basic goal of Software Engineering (SE) is to apply systematic, disciplined and 

quantifiable approaches in order to successfully manage and control software complexity 

[1]. Software reuse and higher abstraction levels are the means which the SE discipline has 

historically used to deal with software products complexity and high development and 

maintenance costs. Since its early beginnings, SE researches and engineers have been 

looking for higher abstraction levels that could enhance the productivity and quality of 

software products. By raising the abstraction level, we allow engineers and developers to 

think of higher-level concepts and simply use the available out-of-the-box lower-level 

functionalities [2]. However, raising the abstraction level and increasing the structure and 

formality is not inherently beneficial as too high abstraction levels are of little use [3]. 

Components and artifacts reuse increase software’s reliability and productivity since it 

relies on tested techniques and components. Components reuse is actually one of the most 

important approaches that has contributed to the development of higher quality software 

[4]. However, nowadays the software market requires rapid development with high quality 

and ease of maintenance. This encourages SE researchers to constantly search for methods 
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and tools that will help them achieve higher abstraction levels, which is the key aim of the 

Automatic Programming (AP) paradigm. 

 

In recent years, ontologies have started to penetrate into SE through the field of Artificial 

Intelligence (AI), where they are used in knowledge management for limiting complexity 

and organizing information. Ontology is originally a philosophical term that refers to the 

study of being, becoming, existence and reality. In computer science, the accepted 

definition of ontology states that it is a formal and explicit specification of a shared 

conceptualization [5]. Conceptualization can be understood as an abstract and simplified 

version of the presented world, a knowledge representation based on objects, concepts and 

entities. Formal means that a machine can process it, while explicit means that there are 

clear restrictions applied to the representations [6]. The Web Ontology Language (OWL) 

is a World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) standard ontology language for capturing 

different concepts and relationships that occur within ontologies. It is based on eXtensible 

Markup Language (XML), Resource Description Framework (RDF) and Description 

Logic (DL) [7]. Initially, ontologies were used in SE only to store data and their semantic 

meaning. Nowadays they are used to aid software development in every phase of its 

lifecycle. Ontology-Driven Software Engineering (ODSE) is a software development 

paradigm where ontologies are used to perform the majority of operations in software 

development [8]. Happel and Seedorf found ontologies suitable for several tasks in SE, 

including the description of specification documents, formal representation of 

requirements, semantic description of services or components, domain model generation, 

API and test cases generation. They categorized the use of ontologies in SE into four 

approaches: 1) Ontology-driven development (the usage of ontologies at development time 

to describe the problem domain); 2) Ontology-enabled development (the usage of 

ontologies at development time to support developers in their tasks); 3) Ontology-based 

architectures (the usage of ontologies as primary runtime artifacts); 4) Ontology-enabled 

architectures (the usage of ontologies as support to runtime software) [9]. Similarly, Calero 

et al. stated that, depending on the moment when they are utilized, ontologies can be used 

during the development (Ontology-driven development) or in runtime (Ontology-aware 

system or Ontology-driven system) [6]. Uschold envisioned that ontology-driven 

information systems would become mainstream relying on the technologies like domain 

modeling, knowledge representation and reasoning, AP, executable specifications, Model-

Driven Development (MDD) and the Semantic Web (SW) [3]. Since ontologies are 

recognized as a convenient way to describe and organize domain knowledge, they can be 

used as runtime and development artifacts in AP.  

 

This paper provides a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) on the usage of ontologies for 

the generation or derivation of source code, associated artifacts and software products. The 

idea of making use of ontologies in SE emerged at the beginning of the 21st century and is 

currently still a very popular topic in the computer science research community. This 

review focuses on the approaches that use ontologies to achieve mechanisms for partial or 
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full source code generation. In order to determine the research literature in which these 

approaches are addressed, we formulated the following three research questions: 

(1) How to incorporate ontologies in AP development processes to achieve high-level 

product derivation? 

(2) Can ontologies be applied to automatic / generative programming techniques in 

order to increase software (or its artifacts) reuse? 

(3) Can ontologies be used as development artifacts that provide higher abstraction 

levels for software developers? 

The main objective of the paper is to systematically select and review published literature, 

and present an overview of the existing approaches. Other objectives include bringing SE 

research up-to-date on the possible applications of ontologies within the AP paradigm, 

helping researchers to quickly identify relevant papers that suit their needs in addition to 

identifying challenges and gaps that require further research and development. The 

remainder of this article is organized in five sections. Section 2 describes the research areas, 

in particular the AP and related paradigms that this review focuses on. Section 3 presents 

the research method used by this SLR, including a review protocol, inclusion and exclusion 

criteria, search process description and quality assessment. Section 4 provides an overview 

of the approaches found in the selected studies (results). Section 5 provides a critical 

analysis and discussion on the obtained results, while section 6 summarizes the whole 

review. 

2.   Background 

Automatic Programming (AP) automates the lower level process and thus enables software 

developers to operate at higher abstraction levels. In simple words, AP can be defined as 

programming done by a machine. The term has been used in SE since 1954, when it was 

applied to describe early Fortran compilers. AP was traditionally considered as a 

compilation problem by software engineers, a specification that gets compiled into an 

implementation. Balzer identified two components of AP: 1) A fully automated compiler; 

2) An interactive front-end that bridges the gap between a high-level specification and the 

capabilities of the compiler [10]. In order to enable software development automation, AP 

attempts to devise models that intersect domain knowledge and software development 

knowledge [11]. Even after more than 60 years since its introduction, no universal solution 

for AP exists. However, it must be acknowledged that AP has improved software 

developers’ productivity dramatically and reduced the distinction between software 

developers and its end users [12]. AP has facilitated the evolution from machine code to 

assembler, high-level languages and beyond. Formal models and executable specifications 

are some of the other directions that AP researches have applied in order to save human 

effort in software development. Although a high automation level can nowadays be 

achieved in some domains, the ultimate dream of AP is to enable full software development 

automation in general [3]. To move one step closer to the dream, AP researchers are 

constantly developing new technologies and methodologies [13].  
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Generative Programming (GP) is a subdiscipline of AP that uses generators to facilitate 

the process of application development [14]. Czarnecki and Eisenecker defined the 

generator as a program that takes a higher-lever specification of a piece of software and 

produces its implementation [15]. Several modelling techniques are used in GP. In addition 

to Unified Modelling Language (UML), feature modeling is a frequently used technique 

for modeling common and variable properties of application concepts and their 

interdependencies. A feature is a system’s property relevant to a stakeholder that is used to 

capture the commonality and variability among products. In GP, a domain model focuses 

on mapping between problem space and solution space. Problem space refers to a set of 

features of a product family, while solution space implies implementation abstractions 

contained in the specification. A generator maps the two spaces by using a specification to 

yield the corresponding implementation [14]. In contrast to generic programming, GP 

applies metaprogramming techniques (development of programs designed to read, 

generate, analyze or transform themselves or other programs). GP techniques are 

commonly used in other SE disciplines like Software Product Lines (SPLs) and Model-

Driven Development (MDD).  

 

The SPL discipline focuses on systematic, planned and strategic reuse of software assets 

to produce multiple products that satisfy a particular market segment [16]. The main goal 

of SPLs is to avoid developing software from scratch, by reconfiguring and reusing existing 

SPLs across different projects. In MDD, features of a software product are captured 

through appropriate models and code generators are used to automatically produce the 

source code for the various modelled entities [14] [17]. MDD is based on three layers: 1) 

Computation Independent Model (CIM), which addresses the structural aspects of the 

system from a computation-independent viewpoint; 2) Platform Independent Model (PIM), 

which defines a system as a technology-neutral virtual machine or a computational 

abstraction; 3) Platform Specific Model (PSM), which consists of a platform model and an 

implementation-specific model. Although MDD is platform-neutral by its definition, the 

archetypal MDE is based on UML [18] [19]. 

3.   Method 

This research was undertaken as a SLR, which is a formalized and repeatable process to 

document relevant knowledge on a specific subject area. The SLR process starts by 

identifying the research questions, which we already formulated in the first section of this 

paper. Along with the research questions, in order to find all relevant studies, we set up the 

inclusion and exclusion criteria:  

(1) Only papers written in English and published in scientific journals or presented at 

scientific or professional conferences will be included 

(2) Papers need to relate to at least one of the research questions, presenting possible 

applications of ontologies for software artifacts generation or product derivation 

(3) No filter on the type of studies will be applied 
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(4) All kinds of studies related to the research topic or addressing research questions 

will be selected 

(5) Although the implementation of ontologies in SE is a relatively new topic, a time 

filter will be applied in order to exclude studies published more than 10 years ago 

– the time restriction means that only papers published since 2006 and up to and 

including the first quarter of 2016 will be included in the research 

(6) Papers that are not explicitly related to software modelling, development or 

testing will be excluded 

(7) Duplicate papers and papers in which claims are non-justified will be excluded 

(8) The focus is put on primary research papers and thus other literature review papers 

will be excluded 

(9) In order to be selected for this review, a paper must satisfy all the inclusion criteria 

and not satisfy any of the exclusion criteria.  
We decided that our search would concentrate on scientific databases rather than specific 

books or journals. Four electronic databases selected for this review were: 

(1) Scopus (https://www.scopus.com/) 

o Limited to Computer science research area 

(2) Web of Science (https://webofknowledge.com/) 

o Limited to Computer science research area 

(3) IEEE Xplore (http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/) 

(4) Google Scholar (https://scholar.google.hr/) 

o Limited to first 50 pages of results (10 results per page)  

These databases were chosen because of their availability to the authors at the time when 

the review was undertaken and their provision of important and high-impact full text 

journals and conference proceedings. The selected databases have good coverage of papers 

related to the SE paradigms selected for this research. The database search was performed 

twice by two different authors to guarantee that a representative set of papers had been 

established, without omitting any relevant research. In conformity with the focus on 

automatic and generative programming paradigms the following search terms were used: 

(1) “Ontologies” OR “Ontology” 

(2) "Software",  

(3) "Development" OR "Engineering" OR "Programming"  

(4) "Generative" OR "Generator" OR "Automatic" OR "Metaprogramming"  

To ensure high confidence in the credibility of a particular paper and its relevance, we 

defined two additional quality assessment criteria that all included studies were required to 

meet: 

(1) The paper must be based on data analysis, case study, practical implementation or 

theoretical reasoning instead of non-justified statements 

(2) The paper must contain the description of the context in which the research was 

carried out or in which the proposed solution was applied 
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An initial set of potential papers was obtained by performing an automated database search 

based on the query using the previously stated search terms, combined together using the 

Boolean AND operator. 

 ("Ontologies" OR "Ontology") AND ("Software") AND 

("Development" OR "Engineering" OR "Programming") AND 

("Generative" OR "Generator" OR "Automatic" OR 

"Metaprogramming")  

In the first iteration the obtained papers were filtered by applying the inclusion criteria to 

each paper’s title. In the second iteration the rest of the papers were filtered by applying 

inclusion and exclusion criteria to the abstract. In this iteration, the introduction and 

conclusion of the paper were also taken into consideration if the abstract was not clear 

enough. Each iteration was conducted independently by two authors to avoid bias. At the 

end of each iteration, the results were compared and analyzed before creating the final list 

of the selected papers. The papers that had not been excluded after the two iterations were 

reviewed in detail by reading the full text, wherein the exclusion criteria were still applied 

to some papers that did not appear to be relevant for the research. 

4.   Results 

In the first iteration, after applying the inclusion criteria to the each paper’s title, we found 

128 matching papers. In the second iteration, after applying the inclusion and exclusion 

criteria to each paper’s abstract (and introduction or conclusion if necessary), we obtained 

67 papers. After reading the full text of all the obtained papers, we excluded additional 4 

papers. The complete list of all selected studies is [3], [4], [7], [9], [13], [16], [18], [20]–

[75]. Most of the obtained papers or, more precisely 41 of them, were published between 

2007 and 2010. As can be observed in the graph in Figure 1, there is a decrease in the 

number of published papers since 2010. However, more than 60 papers selected for this 

SLR with the time filter set to the last 10 years suggest that the application of ontologies in 

AP is still a relatively popular research topic in computer science. On the other hand, the 

decline in the number of papers published in the last 6 years does not mean that ontologies 

have indeed been successfully applied in AP, leaving no unresolved issues. On the 

contrary, in the results section we will show that there are still many open issues and gaps 

that need to be addressed in order to efficiently apply ontologies in AP processes and enable 

knowledge-based software development automation. Thus, we believe that the application 

of ontologies in AP is likely to remain a popular topic in the next five years. 
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Figure 1: Number of selected studies per year 

 

After reading all the selected studies we decided to classify them into seven groups based 

on the software development paradigm that the proposed approach belongs to. The graph 

in Figure 2  displays the number of studies belonging to each paradigm. It is important to 

note that in the graph a single paper may belong to multiple paradigms. For example, an 

approach may use multiple agents to discover and compose Web services, thus it is 

classified within both Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) and Multi-Agent System 

(MAS) paradigms. Besides SOA and MAS, the selected paradigms for studies 

classification include: Software Product Lines (SPLs), Model-Driven Development 

(MDD), Internet of Things (IoT), Test Automation (TA) and Generative Programming 

(GP). 

 

SOA is an architectural pattern in software design in which application components 

provide services to other components over a network (Web services). In SOA, the 

application of SW technology is referred to as Semantic Web Services (SWS). Web services 

are described with semantic content to enable their automatic discovery and composition 

[40]. SWS have enabled the development of modular systems for the creation of Web 

services customized to particular users. SWSs interpret the user’s request, allowing either 

the creation of new Web services or recognition of an existing Web service [76]. Advances 

in workflow tools have facilitated the composition of complex applications by dynamically 

orchestrating existing Web services. The focus of software development is shifting from 

large and expansive systems to small and specialized services, thus transforming SE to a 

service-centric discipline [21]. The reuse and re-composition of existing Web services is 
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the key idea behind SOA aimed at forming new, loosely-coupled, distributed software 

systems [23].  

 

MAS refers to systems composed of multiple interacting intelligent agents within an 

environment, typically used for problems that are difficult or impossible to resolve by for 

an individual agent. MAS has emerged as a promising field in recent years because it allows 

applications to decide for themselves what they need to do in order to achieve their design 

goal. An agent is commonly defined as a computer system situated in an environment, with 

a capability for autonomous action in that environment directed at meeting its design goal 

[40]. Popular multi-agent platforms (like JADE and JADEX) are equipped to support 

ontologies, including tools for generating code from ontologies, thus reducing the 

development effort [57]. 

 

SPLs imply a set of software products that consist of a common architecture and a set of 

reusable assets used in systematical production.  SPL focuses on systematic, planned and 

strategic reuse of core assets in order to produce a number of products that satisfy a 

particular market segment. In SPLs ontologies are applied to handle product specifications 

and variations more efficiently. GP techniques can be applied to SPL product specifications 

in order to fully or partially automate their production. 

 

MDD is a paradigm that emphasizes model-based abstraction and automated code 

generation. In MDD, essential features of a system are captured through appropriate 

models and code generators are used to automatically produce the source code for the 

various modelled entities. MDD arose from the recognition of modelling as a means for 

higher abstraction and software development automation. MDD combines layered 

modelling with automated transformations and code generation. Ontologies are considered 

to provide a modelling framework with enhanced semantics (compared to UML) and are 

suitable for sharing and reusing [18]. 

 

IoT implies a network of physical devices embedded with electronics, software, sensors, 

and network connectivity that enables them to collect and exchange data. IoT is a 

technology where devices and applications are interoperable, capable of interacting across 

vendors and industry boundaries [27]. In the IoT paradigm we included papers focusing on 

smart homes (home automation) and pervasive computer systems. A smart home differs 

from a traditional home in its ability to perform actions through automatic integration of 

appropriate appliances. A smart home considers its residents’ habits and adjusts its 

appliances settings accordingly [54]. Pervasive computing envisions a digital ecosystem 

(i.e., collection of various connected autonomous devices and applications) situated in real 

life, facilitating its user’s life by organizing and utilizing available resources and 

responding properly and proactively in different situations. The vision of pervasive 

computing is to make computing devices and applications bother about people and stop 

people from bothering about them [48]. 
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TA is a software testing paradigm for generating test cases, using specialized software to 

control the execution of tests and compare test outcomes with the predicted outcomes. TA 

for MAS is especially challenging because it requires the ability to fill message templates 

with meaningful yet diverse enough data to simulate alternative reactions of agents [57]. 

TA provides various testing methodologies and frameworks to assist test developers and 

testers, including unit testing, Graphical User Interface (GUI) testing, Application 

Programming Interface (API) driven testing and continuous testing. 

 

The GP paradigm uses generators to produce software products from their high-level 

specifications. In this review the GP paradigm includes studies in which the proposed 

approaches can be applied to any software product (Web, desktop or mobile application) 

and those that do not strictly belong to any of the other previously discussed paradigms 

(like MDD or SPLs). 

 

The largest number of the selected studies propose general purpose software automation 

solutions and are thus classified within the GP paradigm. As expected, SOA is the next 

most popular paradigm, because it is presently a highly popular architectural pattern and 

many large systems were shifting their architecture to SOA over the past 10 years. The 

application of ontologies in MDD is the next most frequent topic, since ontologies have 

already proven to be useful in model transformations. They are mostly used at the CIM 

stage aimed at automating models transformation from CIM to PIM. Ontologies are also 

implemented in test cases generation within the TA paradigm. They can be used to capture 

testing knowledge and thus enable the generation of more useful tests. In MAS ontologies 

are utilized as a common vocabulary that enables communication between agents. The 

application of ontologies in IOT and SPLs, with only 5 respective studies, are the least 

popular topics. In IOT, ontologies are used for communication between various devices in 

a smart environment. SPLs use ontologies for feature and variability specification, on the 

basis of which GP can be used to subsequently generate the source code . A more detailed 

discussion on the application of ontologies in these paradigms is provided in the results 

chapter. 
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Figure 2: Number of selected studies per topic areas  

 

The graph in Figure 3 provides an overview of the citation rates of the included papers 

obtained from Google Scholar. The citation rates of the studies are relatively high, which 

indicates high quality and impact of the selected studies. Only 20 of the selected studies 

have fewer than 5 citations, mostly due to their relatively recent publication and the fact 

that a higher citation number cannot be expected in such a short period. . 25 studies have 

more than 15 citations, which shows that they have been well accepted within the research 

community. Although these citation rates are not meant for comparison among studies, two 

studies stand out: Applications of ontologies in software engineering by Happel and 

Seedorf, with more than 200 citations, and Kumbang: A domain ontology for modelling 

variability in software product families by Asikainen, Mannisto and Soininen, with more 

than 100 citations. We expect that the number of citations for the selected studies will 

continue to grow, especially since all the studies included in the research have been 

published in the last 10 years. 
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Figure 3: Number of citations per selected study (30 most cited) 

 

In the following sections we will shortly present the approaches proposed in the selected 

studies. As we have already mentioned, a given approach can be related to multiple 

paradigms defined in this review. In such a case, we will include the approach only in the 

category of the solution’s primary focus. For example, multiple agents may be used to 

generate test cases. A paper proposing such an approach will be dealt within the TA 

category section rather than within the MAS category. 
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4.1.   Ontologies in Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA) 

Most solutions that apply ontologies in SOA deal with the challenge of Web services 

automatic discovery and composition. SOA uses standard protocols and languages, most 

important of which are Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) and Web Services 

Description Language (WSDL). SOAP is a platform-independent communication protocol 

that defines XML formatted messages between two applications over Internet protocols 

[40]. WSDL is commonly used for defining the programming interface of Web services, 

such as operations offered by the service [32]. The application of ontologies in SOA has 

also been partially standardized through WSDL-S and OWL-S. WSDL-S adds a semantic 

extension to WSDL. It provides semantic annotations that can be embedded into WSDL 

documents and enable an incremental approach to service discovery and composition [75]. 

OWL-S is an OWL-based Web service ontology that defines a core set of markup language 

constructs for describing Web services. In addition, OWL-S proposes an ontology 

framework for Web service definition. In this framework each service has three sets of 

information: Profile, Process and Grounding. Profile describes the semantic properties and 

capabilities of a service, while Process represents the actual composition logic. Grounding 

provides the physical binding information for runtime invocation, with a link to a service 

WSDL file [30]. Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) provides a 

mechanism for clients to find Web services by defining a standard way to publish and 

discover service metadata [40]. Semantically described Web services can be understood, 

composed and invoked by computes. They aim to facilitate the interaction and cooperation 

between people and computers [31]. To achieve the ultimate goal of SOA for automatic 

services discovery and composition, a Web component needs semantics provided by 

ontologies [45]. 

A significant number of tools, frameworks, prototypes and design 

patterns for achieving automatic or semi-automatic Web services 

compositions have been proposed in the literature. 

Bevilacqua et al. proposed a tool that is able to generate concrete and runnable service 

compositions by using a repository of service descriptions, a domain ontology and 

constrains. The domain is expressed as a WSDL service with OWL-S annotations and the 

target composition can be generated in Web Services Business Process Execution 

Language (WS-BPEL) or XML Process Definition Language (XPDL). The tool initially 

analyses the OWL-S files describing available services and the OWL-S of the problem to 

solve. The results are converted to instances of the meta-model and then the domain and 

problem inputs are processed to produce a plan of domain actions that resolve the problem 

[28]. Li et al. presented a framework for semi-automatic Web services composition using 
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a process ontology. The semi-automatic composition framework enables users to predefine 

the fixed parts (described by BPEL) of the process and shape up the variable parts 

(described by process ontology) that cannot be determined in advance. The framework uses 

a service repository for maintaining services and providing interfaces to users, a process 

ontology repository to store sub-steps that decompose the task and a relation-rule 

repository to store the relation and composition rules among the services. A workflow 

component is used to design the workflow for services composition [23]. Dao et al. 

presented a mediator-based semantic dynamic Web service composition framework, which 

uses a parameter-level ontology repository for eliminating semantic conflicts. Web 

services are modelled and stored into service models repository, while the ontology 

repository is constructed to define semantic relations. A modified backward chain 

algorithm receives service models and performs dynamic service composition. [61]. Han 

et al. introduced a Web service composition framework that uses several ontologies: an 

ontology representing general knowledge, an ontology representing domain knowledge 

and an ontology representing services. The framework receives service requests, translates 

them and transforms them into an internal format, completes the final service matching and 

sends the services description back to the service requester [31]. Zuniga et al. presented a 

prototype for the automatic composition of Web services using Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

planning techniques and Web Service Modeling Ontology (WSMO). Their framework 

allows the user to specify the application domain, the desired goal and some restrictions. 

The user’s request is then matched to an adequate service in the repository. Planning 

techniques are applied to the request in the planning language and one or more solutions 

plans are produced. The activities contained in the plan are then mapped to the 

corresponding Web services [43]. Li devised an approach for composition of Web services 

based on their semantic descriptions. The prototype system uses two main ontology types: 

the domain ontology and the service ontology. The system translates the user’s request to 

a service profile and then uses the service profile, OWL-S ontology and service description 

library to match the function description. The matchmaking is done by inspecting Web 

services one by one and finding the service with the highest match factor [30]. Hai-tao and 

Qing-rui also described an approach for dynamic service composition based on OWL-S 

and UDDI. They use a module for normalization and standardization of a user’s service 

request. The normalized service request is sent to an OWL-Agent in charge of semantic 

tagging. A virtual service is created based on service composition templates. The virtual 

service then gets registered to an UDDI registry, matching the binding services. A 

limitation of this approach is that it requires (expert) human intervention for service 

composition template construction [22]. Dourandish et al. suggested a design pattern using 

multiple ontologies for modelling different domains and workflow components. The 

domain ontology is transformed to an executable Web services that can be invoked by both 

humans and machines. Their approach processes the ontology into an XML, representing 

the domain knowledge and protocol workflow. The XML is then deployed to a Web service 

which executes its directives as an interpreter [21]. 
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Web services matchmaking is probably the most challenging task in 

achieving Web services automatic composition, thus several 

different algorithms have been proposed to solve this problem. 

Radetzki and Cremers used general purpose and domain ontologies to semantically enrich 

WSDL-based Web service descriptions. The semantic-aware services are then stored in a 

registry component. The novelty of their approach lies in the Interoperability and 

Reusability of Internet Services (IRIS) discovery component containing several 

matchmaking algorithms, including the algorithm for finding similar service operations, 

algorithm for finding service compositions and algorithm for post-processing [37]. Liu et 

al. proposed a similar approach and provided with a simplified prototype to component 

composition based on extended interfaces using ontology semantics. They utilized two core 

algorithms: an algorithm for message matching computing and an algorithm for interface 

matching computing. The authors showed that interface matching can be carried out more 

efficiently with the support of ontology semantics [45]. Kamari et al. introduced an 

algorithm for automatic interface generation from several choreographies* using ontologies 

to assist in the conceptualization of domain knowledge. Their algorithm uses multiple Web 

Service Choreography Description Language (WS-CDL) files as input parameters and 

returns behavior interfaces of services participating in choreographies. The semantic-

enriched choreography description can be used to achieve automatic generation of SWS 

[51].  

In order to enable non-expert end users to compose and 

subsequently use Web services, some studies tend to conceal the 

complexity of Web services’ standards and tools. 

Xiao et al. proposed a user-friendly Web service description schema based on descriptive 

tags (keywords). Using keywords, end users would only need to describe their goals, not 

the concrete tasks they want to execute by invoking the service. Service providers define 

the service’s general description but the functional description is formulated both by 

service providers and end users. The keyword based service descriptions are represented 

as XML and stored in a service repository, which links the WSDL to the keyword XML. 

Ontologies are used to capture the relevant information related to particular goals using 

expert knowledge. The service matching is realized by counting the number of matched 

keywords between the concept description keywords in the ontology and service 

description keywords in the service repository [32]. Similarly, Kim and Kim claimed that 

 
* Choreography is a coordination model of SOA in which services that collaborate to achieve a common goal are 

described from a global point of view. Service choreography is a global description of the participating services, 

which is defined by the exchange of messages, rules of interaction and agreements between two or more 
endpoints. 
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the current mash-up service generation method poses a problem to common users who are 

not Web service developers. Mash–up services are characterized by their fusion of several 

other Web services provided with Open APIs. In order to automatically combine several 

Open APIs, the authors divided them into Base APIs (XML, JSON and atom types output 

formats) and Main APIs. When a user selects a Base API for a mash-up, a Main API is 

selected among those whose parameter belongs to the same group. If method parameters 

are compatible, the mash-up between Base and Main API can be made automatically [53]. 

4.2.   Ontologies in Internet of Things (IoT) 

As smart devices are connected to a network and provide services for people and other 

devices, the application of ontologies in IoT has many similarities with the previously 

discussed application of ontologies in SOA. 

Ontologies have been successfully applied in IoT in order to enable 

smart devices discovery, usage and cooperation. 

Xu et al. introduced a smart home solution using four domain ontologies for the semantic 

discovery of devices. The device ontology describes the device related concepts. The 

function ontology contains the core knowledge including the function related concepts and 

templates for each composable function. The preference ontology describes the system’s 

constraints and rules regarding the devices’ usage and functions. The environment 

ontology describes the natural and person environment profiles. Although the generic 

solution facilitates the composition of applications based on user profiles and available 

appliances, code generation for an execution platform has not been implemented yet [54]. 

Lee et al. used ontology-based process models to compose executable plans for smart home 

devices. Their system is based on three ontologies. The device ontology describes the 

device related concepts. The function ontology contains the core knowledge describing the 

function related concepts and templates for each composed function. The policy/preference 

ontology describes the basic constraints and rules regarding the use of devices and 

functions. The system composes a function plan for the services using the registered 

devices in the household. Then the code is generated from the model and the new service 

is registered. Users can use the newly registered service and deploy the generated code in 

an execution engine that provides an execution environment for service loading and 

running [20].  

The application of ontologies in modelling and development of 

smart environments has also been investigated. 
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Smart Modeler is an approach presented by Katasonov and Palviainen that consists of a 

design tool which enables developers to create graphical models of a smart space 

application and a framework that provides code interfaces to support the model and 

ontology-driven development. Smart Modeler is based on a visual composition approach 

that raises the level of abstraction and supports the reuse of both the existing software 

components and partial models. The approach generates the source code from a model and 

thus partially automates the development process with the aim of making the development 

faster and easier [66]. Palviainen et al. proposed the usage of two kinds of APIs in smart 

environments: Semantic End-User Application Programming Interfaces (S-APIs) and 

Execution APIs. S-APIs are intended for development, while Execution APIs are intended 

for execution purposes. S-APIs facilitate the creation of execution sequences for 

applications. On the other hand, Execution APIs support the execution of end users’ 

applications. This approach enables semi-automatic end-user programming that assists 

professional developers in creating the two kinds of APIs and enables end users to use S-

APIs in command-oriented or goal-oriented application programming [27]. 

4.3.   Ontologies in Model-Driven Development (MDD) 

MDD is a software development paradigm making extensive use of ontologies by applying 

them to all of its processes. Ontologies can be used as knowledge bases and models from 

which source code can be automatically generated. 

Different proposals that apply ontologies in MDD use them at 

different layers for model to model and model to code 

transformations. 

Bachmann et al. claim that Ontology-Based Software Engineering (OBSE) has the ability 

to offer benefits for reengineering and reuse in the early phases of software development 

similar to those provided by object orientation in the later phases. The Klagenfurt 

Conceptual Predesign (KCP) method offers glossaries as an appropriate instrument to deal 

with ontologies in the early phases of software development. The authors proposed semi-

automatic mapping from KCP glossaries to UML models (CIM to PIM) for extending the 

scope of CIMs to ontologies [49].  Pahl suggested the adaptation of MDD to a service 

architecture using ontologies as the integration tool. In the proposed framework MDD is 

the development approach applied to SOA and ontologies are used for semantic modelling. 

Different ontologies are used for modelling the services and processes at particular 

abstraction levels. A domain ontology is used at the CIM layer, Web Service Process 

Ontology (WSPO) focusing on architectural perspective is used at the PIM layer, while  the 

Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (WS-BPEL) specifications are 

created by conversion from WSPO on the PSM layer [18]. Soylu and De Causmaecker 

devised a methodology that merges MDD and ODD approaches. It employs formalized 

conceptual models both at run-time and development time for reasoning and automatic 
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code generation. The authors recommend the usage of OWL instead of UML as a 

promising alternative that allows modelling of heavyweight ontologies with reasoning 

support and advocate the use of ontologies in every phase of pervasive computing systems 

development [48]. Roser introduced an approach that lifts the syntactical meta-model 

description into an ontology and enables ontology-based model transformations. In the 

described approach model transformations are performed by a generator that accepts a 

transformation configuration, appropriate meta-model and ontology definitions as inputs, 

and outputs a model transformation specified in an intermediate model transformation 

language. The generated model transformation is aimed to provide an input for arbitrary 

MDD tools [52]. Bauer and Roser presented an architecture of a development environment 

supporting their vision of semantic-enabled software development. They combined the 

MDD approach with ontological concepts through the use of ontologies in development, 

modelling and model transformations. The syntax of the model and application ontology 

is synchronized by the so-called bridges. Application ontologies and bridges can be 

generated automatically from models. Conversely, models can be generated from 

application ontologies [62]. The same authors have also presented OntMT, an approach 

aiming to improve cross-organizational modelling by automatic generation and evolution 

of model transformations. A reference ontology is used for annotating meta-models and 

reasoning is applied to the ontology and the annotations. OntMT allows for the automatic 

generation of common model transformations, as well as their adjustment [68].  

Ontologies are used as models for the entire application or in 

combination with other popular modelling techniques like UML. 

Ou et al. introduced a Context Ontology Model (COM) for modelling context information 

at two levels and a Model Driven Integration Architecture (MDIA) that integrates rigorous 

model specification and generates Context-Aware Application (CAA) implementations 

partially or fully automatically. COM represents knowledge about the context domain, but 

several other models describing the application logic, GUI, data and integration are still 

required to fully enable automatic generation of CAAs [26]. SemanticWebBuilder (SWB) 

is a MDD framework designed by Solis et al. that provides an agile development platform 

for Web application development. System requirements are modelled using ontologies and 

the system’s infrastructure (in object-oriented source code) is automatically generated 

using that knowledge. SWB offers mechanisms to expose business information in the SW 

and its generated code can be extended to add a specific functionality. It uses a predefined 

ontology that contains a base structure for the transformation from the ontology to object-

oriented source code. The source is generated in two layers. The base layer is automatically 

generated and should not be modified, while the extended layer allows developers to 

implement a specific functionality [25]. Agogo is a MDD approach devised by Parreiras et 

al. that provides a development environment for handling complex mappings of ontology 

information and its object-oriented representations. Agogo is basically a DSL that offers an 
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abstraction layer over the programming language. It focuses on domain concepts and 

enables on-demand generation of an OWL API. Developers use Agogo’s textual syntax to 

specify the ontology’s API specifications that are injected to PIMs. Model transformations 

take the PIM and a configuration file (with directives for code generation) and produce a 

PSM. The usage of PIM in agogo enables developers to detach the ontology API 

specification from source code [36]. 

4.4.   Ontologies in Test Automation (TA) 

As Test-Driven Development (TDD) is increasingly gaining momentum in practice, 

researchers are looking for ways to automate test cases generation.  

Since software testing is a knowledge intensive process, ontological 

knowledge has been used for generating test cases.  

Wang et al. designed a model-driven ontology-based approach with the goal of improving 

Web services test formalism and intelligence. Their approach takes OWL-S as an input to 

the test generator and transform it into a Petri-Net model for a formal representation of the 

service structure and behaviour. Test cases are generated based on Petri-Net behaviour 

analysis and reasoning over the Inputs, Outputs, Preconditions and Effects (IOPE) 

ontology [56]. Li et al. argue that GUI testing is a knowledge intensive process and suggest 

an ontology-based approach for more effective test case generation by making use of the 

tester’s experience. Their approach uses reverse engineering techniques and code analysis 

to create a GUI testing ontology. The test case generation rules are extracted from the 

tester’s experience, meaning that GUI component sequences entered by different testers 

are recorded and saved. Test cases are then generated based on the rules, making sufficient 

use of the acquired knowledge [33]. Moser et al. described a dynamic generic generator 

script based on the ontology data model of testing knowledge for generating test cases in a 

systematic way. The proposed approach extracts expert knowledge into an ontology and 

dynamically adapts a generic generator script to the settings in the data model. Tool support 

is provided for modifying ontologies in case of parameters or system’s structural changes. 

These changes, however, do not affect the generator script, which enables enables non-

programmers to add new testing parameters. Test cases are generated from the ontology 

and exported as XML [55]. Nasser et al. introduced a general framework which facilitates 

the specification of custom coverage criteria and provides a means for generating test cases 

for different artifacts. Their framework uses knowledge engineering techniques to decouple 

test selection algorithms, which allows test experts to manipulate over the ontology-based 

representation of what needs to be tested without modifying the test selection algorithms. 

Ontologies specify what needs to be tested and reasoning algorithms are used to select test 

objectives. The framework uses several ontologies, one of which is a behavioral model 

ontology that represents the used software artifact, enabling test case generation based on 
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various artifacts like code, design or requirements [34]. Besides test case generation, 

ontologies have proven useful in TA for automatic test execution and control over the 

execution process. Sinha et al. developed a framework in which high-level functional 

requirements are used to automatically generate test cases for designs in the MDD process. 

Requirements are initially specified in natural language and then analyzed and specified 

using a formal ontology. The requirements ontology gets refined during design and 

development stages, enabling test case generation at any stage. The authors also 

implemented a tool for automatically executing test cases named REquirements Based 

Automatic Testing Engine (REBATE) [58]. ECAT is an approach created by Nguyen et al. 

which can automatically generate and evolve test cases, and continuously run them. This 

approach uses domain ontology instances to populate agent interaction ontologies with 

instances. The agent interaction ontologies, which define agent interaction semantics, are 

then used to automatically generate valid and invalid test cases. Test cases are generated 

and executed continuously using multiple agents, which results in a full TA that can run 

without supervision for long time periods [57]. 

4.5.   Ontologies in Software Product Lines (SPLs) 

Creating and managing a collection of similar software systems from a shared set of 

software assets requires both technical and domain knowledge. 

Several studies have applied ontologies in managing features, 

variability and configuration of SPLs.  

Damaševičius et al. proposed a representation of domain variability using feature models 

enriched with a lightweight domain ontology. Those models are then transformed into 

generative component specifications using metaprogramming techniques. A generative 

component allows on-demand component instances generation. In the described approach 

the transformation is carried out at two levels. At the first level, the enriched feature 

diagrams are transformed to a meta-program model. At the second level, the meta-program 

model is transformed into a meta-program itself [71]. OntoAD is a framework for 

automatic derivation of product-specific architectures from an SPL architecture presented 

by Duran-Limon et al. It uses a language-independent model for specifying the product 

line architecture and the MDD approach for architecture derivation. An ontology is used 

to reason about the automatic generation of transformation rules based on the selection of 

features. The feature model and the SPL architecture are transformed into an ontology to 

allow reasoning between architectural elements and features. The transformation rules are 

then produced for mapping the variability to components and the SPL architecture is 

transformed into a product-specific architecture [16]. Kumbang is a domain ontology for 

modelling variability in SPLs proposed by Asikainen et al. This approach unifies feature- 

and architecture-based approaches and enables  the modelling of interrelations between 
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them. It is based on three abstraction layers: the layer containing modelling concepts, the 

layer containing Kumbang models and the layer containing instances of classes appearing 

in the models. A Kumbang model is a representation of the variability in an SPL family 

and it defines a possible set of valid configurations. The approach serves as the basis for 

developing modelling languages and tool support for variability management [72]. 

4.6.   Ontologies in Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) 

Several solutions found in the literature make use of MAS to enable Web services 

discovery, composition and usage by agents.  

MAS used for SWS discovery typically use ontologies both to 

describe the Web service and to facilitate communication between 

agents.  

SEMMAS is an ontology-based framework for intelligent agents and SWS integration 

proposed by Bao. The ontological knowledge is used as a means of communication 

between agents to avoid misunderstanding, but it also enables agents to automatically 

discover, compose and use available services. OWS-S is used to semantically describe the 

service and WSDL service description is used to syntactically describe the service 

functionality. Each service functionality found in WSDL is associated to the corresponding 

element in a semantic model which allows agents to interact with SWS [40]. Prabhu 

presented a client-server framework which shares the effort of service composition 

between the central registry and the client making the request. It uses a strict division of 

labor where shared agents work on minimal service models to identify a subset of services 

capable of meeting the requirements. Agents use a Web service composition algorithm 

with a bottom-up approach to identify the shortest path sequence of Web services from the 

registry. Other tasks that would require the agent to use the fine-grained service model are 

left to the client. The goal of this kind of division of labor is to minimize the required 

modifications in the existing SOA architecture [65].  Intelligent business Processes 

Composition based on multi-Agent systems, Semantics and Cloud Integration (IPCASCI) 

is a model for automatic construction of business processes proposed by Garcia Coria et 

al., which facilitates semi-automatic reuse of Web services in a cloud computing 

environment. The process of business process construction is based on a multi-agent 

architecture and virtual organizations. The cloud system provides a running and storing 

environment for the proposal. Web services are used by the process of Web service 

composition and a UDDI registry system is used to register services. The multi-agent 

system based on virtual organizations is the core of the proposal of this architecture, as it 

supports the functionalities to make the discovery and composition of Web services 

possible. Multiple ontologies are used to model the semantic knowledge included in the 
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Web services and a BPEL file is used to store the Web services composition that meets the 

requirements specified by the user [4]. 

Some studies apply ontologies in the processes of designing and 

deploying systems based on multiple agents.  

GENMADEM is an ontology-based methodology for generative multi-agent domain 

engineering proposed by Jansen and Girardi. The methodology produces ontology-based 

domain models, DSLs and application generators to allow generative reuse of MAS 

families. It is supported by an ontology-driven tool for the specification of DSLs and design 

of application generators from domain models [70]. Nyulas et al. used OWL and JADE 

platform to developed models and tools providing an end-to-end solution for designing and 

deploying MAS. Their solution supports the construction of detailed models and the 

automatic deployment of agents based on these models. The solution provides ontologies 

and software for specifying MAS functionality using the task-method decomposition 

technique [35].  

Multiple agents supported by ontologies have been recognized as a 

potential solution for different domain-specific problems. 

In this review, the usage of agents for generating test cases was previously discussed in the 

section on the application of ontologies in TA. Zhao et al. developed a software 

performance testing interaction model based on multi-agents. Each function of an agent in 

based on the Belief–Desire–Intention (BDI) model to control the life cycle (i.e., determine 

the agent’s goal and how to achieve it). To accomplish the task, agents are assigned five 

different roles, respectively: controller agent, recorder agent, replayer agent, monitor agent 

and analysis agent. Agents may be deployed in different systems, so a public ontology is 

used for semantic understanding and representing the knowledge in the test field [59]. 

Autonomous Software Code Generation (ASCG) is a framework proposed by Insaurralde 

which uses ontology-enabled agents that play the role of human developers by performing 

software development activities autonomously. Ontological knowledge enables agents to 

use high-level reasoning to interpret, design and synthesize the system based on the 

configuration. An ontological database captures the knowledge required for performing 

specific tasks based on the skills of human developers and knowledge describing 

configuration and compatibilities of the developed system. Within this framework software 

is developed in an autonomous manner, unlike in most current conventional approaches 

which use automated development [13], [46]. 
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4.7.   Ontologies in Generative Programming (GP) 

Approaches found in the literature related to the GP paradigm usually propose automatic 

code generation compatibilities based on ontologies.  Some solutions even propose 

complete frameworks for automated software development based on ontologies.  

As recognized by several studies, code generators can use 

ontologies as their high-level specifications from which the source 

code is derived. 

Athanasiadis et al. used a domain ontology to generate enterprise Java beans source code 

and Hibernate Object-Relational Mappings (ORM). The authors provide an example of 

using an OWL semantic model to specify and build client-server enterprise applications. 

In their current implementation, multiple inheritance from OWL is employed using 

interfaces in Java, while properties inheritance is not supported [50]. Bossche et al. 

described the usage of OWL for forming a knowledge continuum between business and 

IT. By using OWL, a business can drive project evolution by proposing concrete changes 

in the ontology, thus bridging the business-to-IT gap. In their platform named Ontology 

Driven Architecture for Software Engineering (ODASE), business representatives work 

closely with domain modelling experts to build a formal business model. This enables the 

business to formalize their specification and forces them to make explicit requirements. It 

also encompasses a contract in which both the business and the IT side agree on the 

meaning of the key concepts. Once the ontology is formed, the transformation from 

ontology to source code is done automatically. The described platform is based on Mercury 

(a strongly typed logic programming language) and Hedwig (a set of tools and libraries 

used to integrate an ontology into an application) [7]. Web Information System auto-

construction Environment (WISE) is a platform for automatic source code generation based 

on ontologies proposed by Tang et al. The platform uses a WIS ontology to specify user 

requirements and provides graphical tools for ontology construction and drawing user 

interfaces. WISE is made up of three tools. The builder tool helps users construct the 

domain and behavior ontology, which are then stored in the XML format. The mapper tool 

provides methods to automatically transform behaviour operation to backend database 

access code. The code generator generates the source code based on two kinds of WIS 

ontologies [67]. Toti and Rinelli introduced a system able to produce components of the 

API framework at different layers (data source classes, service interfaces) from any RDF 

repository. The system is easily configured to enable fine-tuning of the automatic 

generation process in order to satisfy the needs of a specific application. The provided out-

of-the-box functionalities include Create, Read, Update and Delete (CRUD) operations 

over semantic data, while more complex operations can be integrated within the generated 

framework [63]. Gillespie et al. claim that Ontology-Driven Compositional Systems 

(ODCSs) do not fully consider users’ expectations and trustworthiness, quality and 
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efficiency of the performance of the desired resultant systems. Instead they suggest a 

centric focus on satisfying users’ expectations regarding their interaction with ODCS and 

the decision-making and composition of the resultant system. They devise a prototype 

Compositional Unit ontology (CU) as the base system ontology that is utilized along with 

the timeline ontology to compose systems. Domain-specific ontologies inherit and merge 

with the CU ontology to allow the classification of domain-specific knowledge [74].  

Methods for integrating ontologies with popular development 

platforms and object-oriented languages are an important topic 

examined in a few studies.  

Java and OWL for System Interoperability (JOSI) is a framework introduced by Poggi 

which uses a Java library that allows the representation of a domain model through 

interfaces and annotations. Such a representation is then used to automatically generate the 

implementation of a domain model. The framework strictly separates the domain model 

from its implementation. The Java domain representation can be mapped to an OWL 

ontology, providing transformation of each object to an OWL string representation. The 

goal of the framework is to simplify the development of libraries for managing data that 

implement domain models shared by multiple systems [24]. Rahmani et al. realized a 

transformation between OWL and Ecore† as an Eclipse plug-in. The transformation 

technique relies on sliders that enable transformation adjusting, from a simple result to a 

result which preserves the maximum of the original ontology. This approach is useful for 

software engineers in the Eclipse community, who are not necessarily familiar with OWL 

ontologies [29]. Djuric and Devedzic took a software developer’s perspective and 

incorporated the ontology paradigm into a General Purpose programming Language 

(GPL). The main objective of their approach is to enable developers to write domain-driven 

code with rich semantics. They used metaprogramming techniques for this purpose. They 

embedded their meta Domain Specific Language (DSL) entitled Magic Potion into Clojure, 

a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) language with advanced metaprogramming support. Magic 

Potion enables developers to use description logic abstractions as if they were parts of 

Clojure. This practical approach brings important features of the ontology paradigm to SE, 

with as little disruption as possible [47], [44]. A similar approach was taken by Alias and 

Robin, who also added the ontology paradigm into Clojure using its macros and functions, 

so that it can represent the semantics of complex business processes [69].  

 
† Ecore is the core meta-model used by the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) for expressing other models by 

leveraging their constructs. Using Ecore as a foundational meta-model allows a modeller to take advantage of the 
entire EMF ecosystem and tooling. 
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Ontologies are suitable for describing software components and 

thus some studies make use of them for Component-Based 

Development (CBD). 

Andreou and Papatheocharous presented a development framework which uses 

components profiling based on the Extended Backus–Naur Form (EBNF) and an automatic 

component search and retrieval mechanism. The EBNF profiles are parsed to a component-

based ontology developed to support component specification matching. The mechanism 

uses the profiling scheme to deliver the most suitable components by parsing ontology 

profiles, executing the matching algorithm and recommending the closest matches [38]. 

Korthaus et al. argue that the facilities offered by the SW can be utilized to achieve a higher 

degree of uniformity and integration of approaches and support various CBD activities. 

They propose a two-step application of the SW in the CBD context. The first step is aimed 

to achieve integration by providing a single point of access to the set of specification 

resources describing a component. In the second step, relevant information captured in the 

specifications is extracted and transformed to RDF representations. The second step is 

aimed to facilitate the deduction of facts about the specified components [75].  

Ontological knowledge can also be successfully applied for User 

Interfaces (UI) generation and positioning. 

Good UI design enable users to find the most relevant content at an easily accessible 

location and enables them to interact with the components retaining the look and feel that 

is familiar to them. Luo et al. devised an approach to automatic UI layout positioning based 

on the structural principle of the usable UI design guidelines. The approach firstly maps 

the UI components to the ontological concepts and divides them into groups based on 

conceptual similarities and relationships. The components are then positioned in the UI 

according to the related components and the task associated with the UI [60]. Hildisch et 

al. presented an approach to automatically generate UI for dynamic services in the 

automotive domain. The domain ontology is formulated by OWL, while OWL-S is used to 

describe the services interfaces. Based on the service semantics, a generic UI generator 

automatically designs an appropriate UI and integrates it into the existing Human Machine 

Interaction (HMI) software of the automobile. The approach relies on the abstract semantic 

description of services which contains all the required information needed for the UI 

creation [42]. The generation of simulation models is a topic found in a single approach 

described by Silver et al. Their method is based on establishing relationships between 

domain ontologies and a modelling ontology which is then used to instantiate a simulation 

model as ontology instances. These instances are firstly translated into XML and then into 

executable models [41]. 
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The possibility of using ontologies to generate software artifacts 

from textual specifications and even spoken language has been 

explored in a few studies. 

Talanov et al. provided a proof of concept for using an OWL knowledge base for generating 

software solutions using functional requirements specification, change request or bug 

report. The lexical parser takes text as an input and outputs predicates. The set of predicates 

is the input for the perceiving module whose outputs are updated requirements in the 

knowledge base. The solution generation module then takes the requirements and outputs 

a new or updated target application architecture and source code [39]. Tichy and Koerner 

addressed the challenge of translating natural language texts into software artifacts. They 

propose to adopt advances in natural language processing and semantic technologies to 

enable generation of UML models, test cases and even source code from a natural language 

input. The goal is to create an ultimate generator that would produce software from text or 

spoken input. The proposed approach firstly improves the textual specification with the 

customer’s approval. Then the resulting specification is translated into a machine-

processable internal graph structure based on the semantics of the text. The extraction tool 

is applied to generate a UML model that can be passed to MDA tools in order to create 

executable code [64]. 

5.   Discussion 

A large number of frameworks and prototype tools for achieving automatic or semi-

automated Web service discovery and composition have been presented in the last few 

years including [23], [30], [31], [28], [61], [43], [22]. Most of the proposed solutions use 

WSDL services enriched by OWL-S semantics or implement some custom ontologies to 

semantically describe Web services. It is commonly agreed that a registry able to retrieve 

a set of candidate services from the Web is a requirement, but Web services registration 

and storage remains a complex challenge that needs standardization. Although OWL-S and 

WSDL-S are already fairly well-accepted standards, some authors [45], [37], [65] claim 

that the current UDDI implementations are outdated because they do not support semantic 

discovery and composition of new services. Although the presented prototypes have 

demonstrated that an effective service composition can be achieved, the realization of 

complex services composition still remains an open issue. Other challenges include service 

integrality, reliability, quality and security. In addition, human intervention in service 

composition that is still implied in some approaches should be eliminated and a user-

friendly GUI for specifying requests should be introduced. In spite of these unresolved 

issues, we believe that SWS has been well-explored in the last couple of years and that the 

transition from academic proposals to practical usage is now required. For that transition 

to be successfully performed a higher degree of standardization, adequate tool support and 

testing on large-scale practical projects are prerequisite.  
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Semantic discovery of household devices and the services they provide can to some extent 

be related to Web services discovery. However, proposals for using ontologies in smart 

homes [54], [20] use custom ontologies to semantically describe the knowledge required 

for code generation and devices communication. These ontologies include device-related 

concepts, function- and composition-related concepts, rules and constraints. We contend 

that ontologies are highly suitable for application in smart homes, but the ontologies used 

for devices and functions should be standardized. The next research step should be to create 

a standard ontology that would describe smart devices and services across vendors similar 

to using the OWL-S ontology for describing Web services. Some approaches [19], [27] 

have demonstrated that the use of ontologies in smart homes can provide partial automation 

of the development process by using higher level APIs and graphical models. We find this 

kind of MDD approach to smart homes development potentially beneficial and suggest 

further research on the development of adequate tools that would provide higher 

abstraction levels.  

 

The authors of [18], [48], [49], [52], [62], [26], [25] have merged ODD into MDD for 

model transformation purposes. In the described approaches ontologies were used mostly 

in the CIM layer to help automate the transformation from CIM to PIM. However, in [18] 

ontologies were applied in all three MDD layers. Ontologies can be combined with UML 

to provide reasoning support or utilized as an alternative to UML, whose expressivity is 

limited. We believe that ontologies can be efficiently used to generate models or even 

source code by skipping the ontology-to-model transformation. We recommend further 

research on the use of ontologies as PIM to replace the current UML-oriented approaches. 

We also encourage the development of frameworks like [25] that capture requirements 

knowledge in ontologies and then use that knowledge to automatically generate source 

code.  

 

Ontologies have proven to be useful in TA because they can capture domain and testing 

knowledge. Some approaches [33], [55] extract expert knowledge into an ontology and 

then use it to generate test cases. Others employ a requirement ontology [58] or domain 

ontologies in combination with multi-agents [57] to generate and run test cases. As TDD 

has become a de facto standard in business application development, TA has received more 

research attention in the last couple of years. We believe that ontologies should be firstly 

used to capture features and requirements. Then the captured ontological knowledge can 

be applied to generate various artifacts, including test cases. Requirements specified by 

using ontologies can be shared and reused multiple times in the software development 

lifecycle. Even before the generation of source code or test cases they can be used to 

facilitate communication between different stakeholders and check requirements for 

completeness and consistency, as proposed in [7]. Thus, we argue for the realization of the 

ODD framework, where ontological knowledge can be reused multiple times during 

design, analysis, modelling, development and testing. We base this claim on the fact that a 
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very high level of ontological knowledge reusability is required for the investment into 

ontology development to pay off.  

 

Ontologies have also penetrated into SPLs, where different approaches have been proposed 

like using ontologies to enrich feature diagrams [71], as well as reason about architectural 

elements and features [16] and model variability [72]. We favor ontology modelling over 

feature modelling and believe that ontologies can be efficiently used for specifying features 

and even variability models. We also argue that multiple ontologies can be mapped 

together to enable automatic code generation for SPLs (for example, features can be 

mapped to components). We recommend more research on exploiting ontological 

knowledge to enable a higher level of automation for SPLs.  

 

In MAS, authors of [40], [59] used ontologies as a means of communication and a common 

language enabling understanding between agents. Ontologies have proven to be a good 

communication tool between agents and even between humans and software (machines). 

Some approaches [4], [65] utilized multiple agents to enable service composition of 

semantically described Web services. There are even proposals [13], [46] that use 

ontology-enabled agents to play the role of human developers. Although we agree that 

ontologies can captures human developer’s knowledge, we contend that such an approach 

is beyond the current state-of-the-art.  

 

Similarly to Web services composition, some authors [75], [38] use ontologies to describe 

components and enable automatic component search and retrieval. We believe that this is 

promising approach, as many application development frameworks usually have hundreds 

or even thousands off-the-shelf components that can be enriched with semantic 

descriptions. Components in Web and mobile development usually have some UI for user 

interaction that can also be automatically generated and positioned on the screen, as 

proposed in [60], [42]. Several solutions [7], [50], [67], [63] employ ontologies to directly 

generate software implementation, without using an additional layer between the ontology 

and the source code. The proposal to generate executable code directly from ontologies 

(which describe system requirements, features or functionality) is also promising. 

However, such approaches must enable efficient custom and complex operation 

integration. As we have already mentioned, in these approaches ontologies can be reused 

multiple times even before the code generation process. In order to bring ontologies closer 

to application developers, domain representation mapping to OWL ontologies [24] and 

incorporation of ontologies into GPLs [47], [44] have been proposed. We find the latter 

approach blending ontologies and object-oriented programming interesting and worth 

further research. A few authors [39], [64] investigated the use of an ontological base for 

generating software artifacts using natural language texts like requirements specification, 

change requests or bug reports. Although this is an interesting topic, and likely to gain 

popularity in the future, we believe that it is beyond the current state-of-the-art. We support 

the notion expressed in [9] that the current (mostly academic) integration of ontologies into 
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software development processes should be tested in practice on large scale projects. In 

order to make full use of ontologies in software development, we need standardized 

methodologies and adequate tool support. Finally, to close the gaps, we suggest further 

research on ODD integration with the current development paradigms, followed by the 

development of the adequate tool support that will make this integration less complex and 

expensive. Efficient usage of ontologies in software development requires a Return On 

Investment (ROI) that can be achieved by multiple reuse of ontologies in all software 

development stages. 

6.   Conclusion 

The endless cycle of repetitive coding has led many developers and SE researchers to 

consider possibilities of further development automation. This is the main reason for using 

AP to hide the lower level process and enable software developers to operate at higher 

abstraction levels. In recent years, ontologies have penetrated into various SE disciplines, 

including AP. They can provide a shared understanding of the problem domain, a formal 

specification of system requirements, reuse of existing domain knowledge, automatic 

generation of source code, better interoperability with other components or applications 

and improved maintenance. 

 

In this review paper we summarized the proposed approaches for applying ontologies in 

AP and provided researches with state-of-the-art and gaps that require further research and 

development. The approaches proposed in the literature were categorized into seven 

categories based on the paradigms they belong to. Ontologies have been used in SOA to 

semantically describe Web services in order to enable their automatic discovery and 

composition. Similarly, IoT uses ontologies to describe smart devices and their functions 

in order to enable devices semantic discovery and communication between various devices 

in smart environments. MDD employs ontologies as a modelling technique at different 

layers. Ontologies are used instead of (or in combination with) UML from which PSM is 

automatically generated. In TA, ontologies provide the knowledge required to 

automatically generate test cases. SPLs use ontologies for modelling product features and 

variability. The goal is to achieve automatic product derivation based on a specification 

using GP techniques. MAS use ontologies as a means of communication and understanding 

between agents. Other GP solutions utilize ontological knowledge to directly generate full 

implementations, components, user interfaces or simulation models. Automatic generation 

of source code from domain models ensures the consistency between them as changes are 

automatically propagated. A well-defined ontology can be directly converted into 

application code, database schemas and user interfaces, and so on. By using ontologies we 

move the reasoning and business logic away from hardcoded applications, which enables 

efficient development and higher reusability. Software development is, however, a 

complex process that requires systematic approaches for modelling, development, 

operation and maintenance. We therefore conclude that more research is needed on 
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ontologies standardization and their integration into current development paradigms, as 

well as on the development of adequate tool support. The integration of ontologies 

describing requirements, features, domains, restrictions, components and UI has the 

potential to provide higher abstraction levels for software development. To achieve this 

kind of a knowledge-based software automation, a high level of ontological knowledge 

reusability is required, which would bring improvements and savings in the long term. 
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